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Mobilize Recovery Across Georgia Tour Showcasing Stand Up 4 Recovery Comedy Show
National Recovery Month is Fostering Connection Through Comedy

Norcross, Ga. – Stand Up 4 Recovery is hosting their 2nd annual comedy fest in celebration of

National Recovery Month featuring a line-up of comedians who themselves are in recovery. This

September 17th at Atlanta Comedy Theater in Norcross, there will be a full line-up of comedians in

recovery:

● Starring Nema Williams who you may have seen on Comedy Central, Martin Lawrence

Presents 1st Amendment, and Comic View Allstars

● Featuring Walker Hays as seen on Netflix, MTV, and Fox

● Special Guest Gilbert Lawand who has opened for the likes of Dave Chapelle, Tom

Segura, Aziz Ansari and others

● Host and Producer, Richie Satori who hosted the ATL Comedy Awards, was featured on

ComedyHype’s hot 100 Comics to Watch list, and Kenan Thompson Presents

● And many more

The event aims to bring the community together to celebrate those in recovery and show the

community that recovery is real. The event will be different from other comedy shows as it will

be sober friendly meaning less focused on alcohol sales and more focused on shared life

experiences and laughter, helping to bring the audience together at this special event.

To purchase tickets, go to

https://www.showclix.com/event/stand-up-for-recovery-comedy-fest Festival T-shirts will be

given away to the first 50 people to buy tickets, so be sure to send a screenshot of your ticket to

standup4recovery{at}gmail.com with your t-shirt size. If you would rather get a festival tote,

include that in the email.
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A percentage of the proceeds will go to the H.E.R.O.E.S. Initiative which helps provide first

responders with narcan, a life saving overdose reversal medication. This is an official event of

the MobilizeRecoveryAcrossGeorgia.com bus tour brought to you by the Clinton Foundation and

DBHDD (Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities).

Stand Up 4 Recovery knows that a huge part of recovery is connection. Laughter is a

great way to connect people in recovery, recovery allies and the community as a whole. Our

mission is the alchemy of turning pain into laughter. We work to provide our local community

with resources to help give people in active addiction a chance to find their way to recovery. We

are here to share our experience, strength, and jokes as a way of showing everyone the fun that

can be had in recovery.

Upon approval of the article, featured comedians, the host/producer, as well as representatives

from DBHDD, Clinton Foundation, and Georgia Council for Recovery are available for

interviews or statements. Pictures are also available upon request and at

https://www.standup4recovery.com/media.html Podcast One-Sheet available at this same link.
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Host/Producer Richie Satori, Headliner Nema Williams, Featuring Walker Hays
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